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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with accomplishing a localization and circumnav-
igation mission with a network of autonomous mobile agents. An estimate
algorithm and a decentralized control law are designed, such that every agent
estimates the position of a target, and the mobile agents eventually exhibit
persistent rotations about the target at a desired distance, while forming a
regular polygon around it. Both the estimator and the controller are based on
event-triggered measurements of the bearing vector (i.e., the unit norm vector
pointing from the agent towards the target location), and event-triggered com-
munication within a communication radius. The convergence proprieties of the
proposed algorithm are proven formally for different scenarios, such as station-
ary or slowly drifting target with one or more agents. The designed algorithms
are tested through simulations in ROS and experiments using CrazyFlie 2.0
nano-quadrotors.
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Sammanfattning

Denna avhandling handlar om att åstadkomma ett lokaliserings- och om-
flyttningsuppdrag med ett nätverk av autonoma mobila agenter. En uppskatt-
ningsalgoritm och en decentraliserad kontrolllag utformas så att varje agent
uppskattar positionen av ett mål och de mobila agenterna uppvisar slutligen
kvarhållna rotationer kring målet på ett önskat avstånd medan de bildar en
regelbunden polygon runt målet. Både estimatorn och styrenheten är basera-
de på händelseutlösade mätningar av lagervektorn (dvs enhetens normvektor
som pekar från agenten mot målplatsen) och händelseutlösad kommunikation
inom en kommunikationsradie. Konvergensegenskaperna hos den föreslagna al-
goritmen bevisas formellt för olika scenarier, såsom stationärt eller långsamt
drivande mål med en eller flera agenter. De designade algoritmerna testas ge-
nom simuleringar i ROS och experiment med Crazyflie 2.0 nano-drönare.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is focused on the problem of localization and circumnavigation of a
target accomplished by a network of autonomous mobile agents.

The localization task is completely autonomous, i.e. every agents starts with a
certain estimated position of the target and, through a designed estimation algo-
rithm, it uses some measurements and finally estimates exactly the target position,
without any collaboration with other agents. This feature makes the target position
estimation possible even with a single agent. Every agent is supposed to be able to
measure the direction on which the target is respect to the agent itself: we model
this direction as a vector called bearing vector. We assume that the measurements
are done according to an event-triggered mechanism, so they are executed only when
a certain threshold is exceeded. We present a control law, and study the conver-
gence of the estimate to the target under this control in the case of single agent and
we provide an analytical proof. The circumnavigation task consists in a persistent
circular motion around the target with a fixed angular speed and at a certain de-
sired distance from it. This coincides with the convergence to a circle centered in
the target and with a radius equal to the desired distance. Finally, when a multiple
agent network is considered, the agents are supposed to accomplish the two previous
tasks in such a way to eventually maintaining a regular polygon shaped formation,
i.e. keeping a equal distances between each pair of consecutive agents on the desired
circle. In this thesis, the overall mission is fulfilled exploiting directed local commu-
nication between an agent and its neighbor agent, that is elected among the agents
that lie within a finite radius of communication. The neighbor agent is defined as
the closest one in counterclockwise direction respect to the target, or rather on the
direction of the motion of the network. The finite communication radius implies
that the network is inherently dynamic, in the sense that its topology is dynami-
cally changing, and this feature brings the chance to consider on-line insertion or
removal of agents. Furthermore, another goal of this thesis is to obtain the desired
emergent behavior of the network exploiting event-triggered communications, i.e.
to play out the communication between an agent and his neighbor only when a
certain condition is verified. We provide a model of an agent of such a network
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

under the defined estimation algorithm, control law and communication paradigm.
Then, we consider the scenario with a slowly drifting target, and we show that the
network will converge to the desired moving circle with a certain upper bound of the
estimation error norm. Further on, we equip the system with a collision avoidance
feature consisting in an additional control term based on the position of the agents,
supposing that they can detect the position of each other within a radius much
smaller then the communication one. Finally, we evaluate the performances of the
system defined above regarding a set of scenarios through simulations in the Robot
Operating System (ROS) and we implement the proposed solutions in experiments
with a small swarm of CrazyFlie 2.0 nano-copters.

1.1 Motivation
The problem of tracking and circumnavigating a target is related to several appli-
cations, especially in surveillance missions, considering that an equidistant rotating
formation is spatially optimal for the acquisition of information about a target or
for the monitoring of it—see Figures 1.1 and 1.2. In many cases, such as in the
monitoring and tracking of sea animals in their own habitat, the network is re-
quired to follow the motion of the target as well. This task is naturally achievable
in the cases of slowly moving targets, such as in numerous underwater applications.
Another application could be in the surveillance of a building, an infrastructure or a
point of interest using aerial vehicles, such as in search and rescue missions or in fire
monitoring. In wide construction area or in security tasks, it could also be useful
to monitor a certain zone and track eventually arisen interesting marks. In every
field of application, the autonomy time of the agents is bounded by their maximum
energy storage (a clear example is represented by aerial vehicles, indeed they spend
energy even just for hovering—that is, staying still in a certain position in space),
and it is often desired to minimize the energy consumption. Therefore, every set
of actions such as using sensing apparatus to get measurements or establish com-
munications with other agents, has to be minimized. For this reason, an optimal
choice is to perform these actions only when it is strictly needed. This leads to
the event-triggered design fashion, and it becomes particularly relevant in long time
missions, such as rescue or data collecting.
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Figure 1.1. UAV usage in fire monitoring. Image source: https://twitter.com/
dronsap.

(a) UAV aided rescue mission. Image source: http://
altigator.com

(b) AUV artificial fish. Image
source: http://www.crabfu.
com.

Figure 1.2. Examples of application domains for localization and circumnavigation
algorithms.
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1.2 Literature review

The control problem of reaching and keeping a certain formation with a network of
autonomous agents has been addressed in a large number of research works; in [1,2]
a network of unicycles is driven to some regular polygon formations through a 1-
to-1 pursuit control strategy, and the stability properties are studied with different
control gains. In [3–5] this approach is extended to the target-capturing task and
to the Close Target Reconnaissance (from the military expression, the problem
of approaching a target and acquiring informations about it while tackling other
subtasks, such as avoiding obstacles) assuming that every agent knows his own
position and the target position respect to a reference frame, and several features of
the proposed control strategies are shown, such as collision-free motion, stability of
the regular formations, finite time convergence and avoidance of predefined no-fly-
zones, assuming constant fly speed of the UAV agents. An insight of what happens
in case of collision in the former control setup is given in [6]. In [7] the target position
is unknown and the agents are able to measure the bearing angle to it. An estimator
is proposed, that exploits bearing measures in order to localize the target position
and on top of it, a control law makes the agents approach it and persistently rotate
on a certain circle centered in the target, while being evenly placed on it. Such
a problem is consisting in a two-layer task, that could be seen as a dual problem
( [8]), namely the problem of identification and estimation of quantities that are used
in an outer control layer. Formation control and stabilization of isolated relative
equilibria, such as parallel or circular motion with even displacement among agents,
are generalized and studied in [9]. In [10] the escorting and patrolling missions using
unicycles is solved with a decentralized control low, starting from measurements of
both bearing angles and distance measurements, and similar features to the previous
cases are obtained, but the adaptivity and robustness respect to loss of agents
from the network is also guaranteed. Regarding the target position estimation
techniques, in [11–13] are presented respectively, a statistical model to describe
time-of-arrival (TOA), angle-of-arrival (AOA) and received-signal-strength (RSS)
in wireless sensor networks (assuming that the target is sending a signal to the
agents, so it is cooperating with the network, such as in [14]), a stereo-vision data
based cooperative control for the several pursuit formation tasks such as rendezvous,
evenly spaced circle and evenly spaced logaritmic spiral, and a 1-D trifocal tensor
measurements usage in presence of noise.

In several cases of application, it could be appropriate to assume the need of
event-triggered control input computations, inter-agents communication or mea-
surements, such to minimize energy efforts and maximize the autonomy of the
agents, or to minimize the concurrent usage of the shared communication mean,
as specified in (1.1). Some general event-triggered and self-triggered approaches
are presented in [15]: an event-triggered control is said reactive, being it based on
sensing and computations triggered when a certain event occurs that is, for exam-
ple, the state of the plant exceeds a certain threshold; conversely, a self-triggered
algorithm is said proactive, because the computations and actuations related to a
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certain interval of time are done at the beginning of it; however, in every presented
scenario the sensing and the actuation are performed when strictly needed. In [16]
the average consensus problem for multi-agents systems is solved through an event-
triggered control strategy that entails both control signals and state measurements
to be piecewise-constant (according to the inter-event intervals in which this quan-
tities are not computed). The stability properties of such an approach are discussed
for both the single-integrator and double-integrator agents models. In [17, 18], the
control input computation is updated when the ratio of a certain measurement er-
ror with respect to the norm of a function of the state exceeds a threshold, and
both a centralized and a decentralized version are proposed, then extended to a
self-triggered setup. In [19], the synchronization of a network of nonlinear agents is
achieved through an event-triggered algorithm based on the knowledge of the neigh-
bors agents model: the events are triggered when the contribution to the estimation
error of the state of the neighbor, due to the event-triggering, exceeds a threshold
represented by a certain function. Moreover, a proof is gathered that guarantees
the absence of Zeno-behavior, i.e. the accumulation of events in an ever-decreasing
interval of time.

1.3 Statement of contribution

This work starts from a similar version of the control laws and estimation algo-
rithm that have been developed in [7] and [20]—namely, from the version proposed
in [21]. These algorithms and the corresponding proofs are based on continuous
time measurements and continuous communications among agents. The definitions
of the network, of the agent-neighbor correspondence and of the main quantities
that we propose within this thesis are similar to those introduced in [21], but we
present a completely new estimation algorithm based on event-triggered measure-
ments, and it brings to a different motion of the agents. Moreover, we implement
an event-triggered communication protocol among the agents: hence the control
law that we state is based on estimated quantities that are updated to real values
when these are available. Both the measurements and the communication trigger-
ing mechanisms are based on estimated quantities as well. Besides, we consider a
finite communication radius similarly to [21], and we show the network to be robust
respect to changes of topology and to the introduction and the removal of agents.
The algorithm has been developed keeping a decentralized swarming-like approach;
that is, keeping all communication links local and minimizing the need for central-
ized information. In fact, the agents start from their initial position knowing just
the desired distance that they will have to keep from the target, and, during the
motion, they will only instantiate communications within a proximity radius. Fi-
nally, as an extension to the designed algorithms, we add a control contribution in
order guarantee collision avoidance, depending on the position of the other agents
detected into a collision radius, smaller than the communication radius.
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1.4 Thesis outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce some
notations and concepts that will be used throughout this thesis. In Chapter 3
we describe the overall problem, show the network and agents model and present
the estimate algorithm and designed control law. Finally, we obtain a proof of
convergence to zero of the norm of the estimation error. In Chapter 4, we explain
the functioning of the proposed algorithms when applied to a network of multiple
autonomous agents. Moreover, we obtain the proof of bounded convergence of the
estimation error norm for a slowly drifting target scenario. Lastly, we propose a
position-based collision avoidance control extension. In Chapter 5 we show the
results of simulations performed in ROS. In Chapter 6 we describe the experiments
done with a small swarm of CrazyFlie 2.0 nano-copters related to several scenarios,
we show some results and we explain some features and critical aspect we verified.
In Chapter 7 we summarize the results obtained in this work and we describe several
viable further developments.



Part I

Problem statement, estimate algorithm
and control law
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this Chapter we provide a general notation and we introduce some preliminary
concepts related to graph theory and non-linear control theory, that are used within
this work.

2.1 Notation

The set of the positive integers is denoted N, while N0 = N ∪ 0.
The metric spaces of real numbers are denoted Rn, where n is the dimension of

the space.
For n ∈ N, the vector made of n unitary elements is denoted 1n, the vector made

of n null elements is denoted 0n, and the n× n identity matrix is denoted In.
The set of symmetric matrices Rn×n is denoted Sn , the set of positive semidef-

inite matrices in Rn×n is denoted Sn ≥ 0, and the set of positive definite matrices
in Rn×n is denoted Sn > 0.

The set of unit-norm vectors in R2 is denoted S1.
The operator [·]i denotes the i-th element of a vector.
The operator [·]ij denotes the element at the i-th row and at the j-th column of

a matrix.
The operator || · || denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector and the corresponding

induced norm of a matrix.
The operator ∧ and ∨ denote the logical and and or respectively.

2.2 Elements of graph theory

In this section we recall some concepts and results of graph theory related to models
of multi-agent systems, that can be found in [22].

Definition 2.2.1 (Digraph). An unweighted directed graph or digraph is a tuple
G = (V, E), where V = 1, · · · , n with n ∈ N, E = e1, · · · , en ⊆ V × V. The elements

9



10 CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES

of a set V are called vertices of the graph, while the elements ek = (j, i) ∈ E, with
j, i ∈ V, i 6= j and k ≤ m, are called edges of the graph.

When an edge ek does exist between the vertices i and j, we call them adjacent,
and the edge is said to be incident with i and j.

A directed path of length l in the graph G is a sequence of distinct vertices
v1, · · · , vl such that vk and vk+1 are adjacent for k = 1, · · · , l − 1.

Definition 2.2.2 (Strongly connected and weakly connected digraph). A digraph
is strongly connected if there exists a directed path between every pair of vertices.

A digraph can be easily represented using circles representing the vertices and
arrows representing the directed edges, going from a vertex (tail) to another (head).

The Laplacian matrix associated to a digraph is defined as

L = ∆−A, (2.1)

where ∆ is the degree matrix and the A is the adjacency matrix. The adjacency
matrix is defined as

[A]i,j =
{

1 if(i, j) ∈ E ,
0 otherwise,

(2.2)

while the degree matrix is defined as

[∆]ij = d
(i)
in ∀i ∈ V, (2.3)

where d(i)
in is the in degree of the vertex i, defined as the number of incoming edges.

2.3 Elements of non linear control theory
In this section we quote some non linear control theory concepts and theorems.

2.3.1 Lyapunov stability theory
In this subsection we recall a few theorems that define a way to study the stability
of a dynamic system.

The following theorem can be found as Theorem 4.2 in [23].

Theorem 2.3.1. Consider an autonomous two-dimensional system ẋ = f(x) and
x = 0 be an equilibrium point for this system. Let V : R2 → R be a continuously
differentiable function such that

V (0) = 0, V (x) > 0 ∀x 6= 0,
||x(t)|| → ∞ ⇒ V (x)→∞
V̇ (x) < 0, ∀x 6= 0.

(2.4)

Then x = 0 is globally asymptotically stable.
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Definition 2.3.1 (Positively invariant set, in [23]). Consider the two-dimensional
dynamic system ẋ = f(x) and let φ(t0;x0) be a trajectory of the system rooted at x0
at time t0: we define a set M ⊂ R2 positively invariant with respect to the system if

φ(t0;x0) ∈M ⇒ φ(t;x0) ∈M ∀t ≥ t0 (2.5)

This definition is exploited in the following theorem known as La Salle’s theorem,
which can be found as Theorem 4.4 in [23]:

Theorem 2.3.2. Consider the two-dimensional dynamic system ẋ = f(x) and let
Ω ⊂ D ⊂ R2 be a positively invariant set for the system. Let V : D → R a
continuously differentiable function such that V̇ (x) ≤ 0 in Ω. Let E be the set of
points in Ω where V̇ (x) = 0. Let M be the largest invariant set in E. Then every
solution starting from a point within Ω approaches M as t→∞.

The Lyapunov theory has been applied in the field of discrete systems as well.
In the following, we recall some statements from [24]. First, in order to recall the
Lyapunov’s Direct Method, we explain the concept of Lyapunov function for dicrete
systems.

Definition 2.3.2 (Lyapunov function for discrete systems). Consider a discrete
system represented by the difference equation

x′ = x(n+ 1) = T (x(n)) for n ∈ N (2.6)

with T : Rm → Rm where m is the dimension of the of the state vector. T is a
continuous function, i.e. x(n) → y ⇒ T (x(n)) → T (y). Let V : Rm → R be a
function of the state and define V̇ (x(n)) such that

V̇ (x(n)) = V (T (x(n)))− V (x(n)). (2.7)

Let G be any set in Rm.
We say that V is a Lyapunov function for the system (2.6) on the set G if

is continuous on Rm(i)

V̇ (x(n)) ≤ 0 ∀x ∈ G(ii)

Assume that x is an equilibrium solution of the system, i.e. T (x) = x and x(n) = x
is a solution. The function V is said to be positive definite with respect to x if

V (x) = 0(i)

there is an ν > 0 such that V (x(n)) > 0 wherever x ∈ Bν(x), x 6= x, being
Bν(x) a ball centered in x with radius ν.

(ii)

Theorem 2.3.3. If V is a Lyapunov function for T on some neighborhood of x and
V is positive definite with respect to x, then x is a stable equilibrium.
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The former theorem from [24] provides a result which establishes stability, with-
out specific knowledge of the solution. The La Salle’s principle (Proposition 2.6
in [24]) for discrete systems gives the proof of asymptotical convergence to a certain
set of the state space.

Theorem 2.3.4. Given a system (2.6), let the solution Tn(x(0)) be in the set G
and be bounded, and let V be a Lyapunov function for the system in the set G. Then
there is a number c such that

Tn(x(0))→M ∩ V −1(c) (2.8)

where M is the largest positively invariant set contained in the set E = {x ∈ Rm :
V̇ = 0} ∩G. The set E is called La Salle set.

The difficulty in applications is to find such a Lyapunov functions that makes
M as small as possible. If M coincides with just a single point x, then we can state
that x is asymptotically stable.

2.4 Properties of matrices defined on unit-norm vectors
This work presents an estimation algorithm and a control law that are both dealing
with unit-norm vectors, so it is worth it to recall their properties.

Let ϕ(t) ∈ S1; let θ(t) be the counterclockwise angle between the vector and the
x-axis of a reference frame, ϕ(t) can be represented as

ϕ(t) =
[
cos(θ(t))
sin(θ(t))

]
. (2.9)

In the following we present some properties of this vector.

Lemma 2.4.1. Let ϕ(t) ∈ S1. The following properties hold:

• ϕ(t) · ϕ(t)T ∈ S2
≥0

• The eigenvalues of ϕ(t) · ϕ(t)T are 0 and 1

• Defining ϕ(t) ∈ S1 as the unit-norm vector obtained rotating ϕ(t) of 90°
clockwise, the following equality holds

I2 − ϕ(t) · ϕT (t) = ϕ(t) · ϕT (t) (2.10)

Proof. From the definition of the vector ϕ(t) we have

ϕ(t)ϕT (t) =
[

cos2(θ(t)) sin(θ(t))cos(θ(t))
sin(θ(t))cos(θ(t)) sin2(θ(t))

]
, (2.11)
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hence the matrix is symmetric. Furthermore, we have that for every vector z ∈ R2

the quadratic form with the considered matrix as hull is positive semidefinite

zT (ϕ(t)ϕT (t))z = (z1sin(θ(t)) + z2cos(θ(t)))2 ≥ 0 ∀z ∈ R2, (2.12)

so the matrix is positive semidefinite. Moreover, the characteristic polynomial of
the matrix is

λ(λ− 1), (2.13)

consequently the eigenvalues of the matrix are 0 and 1. From (2.11) we can derive

I2 − ϕ(t)ϕT (t) =
[

1− cos2(θ(t)) −sin(θ(t))cos(θ(t))
−sin(θ(t))cos(θ(t)) 1− sin2(θ(t))

]
=[

sin2(θ(t)) −sin(θ(t))cos(θ(t))
−sin(θ(t))cos(θ(t)) cos2(θ(t))

]
. (2.14)

One can represent the unit-norm vector ϕ(t) ∈ S1 as

ϕ(t) =
[

sin(θ(t))
−cos(θ(t))

]
; (2.15)

so we have that

I2 − ϕ(t)ϕT (t) =
[
sin(θ(t)) −cos(θ(t))

] [ sin(θ(t))
−cos(θ(t))

]
= ϕ(t)ϕT (t), (2.16)

which implies that (2.10) holds.





Chapter 3

Problem statement and control design

In this thesis, we consider a network of autonomous agents required to track and
circumnavigate a target, while forming a regular polygon around it. To attain
this objective, every agent can measure the direction of the target respect to itself.
Moreover, an agent can communicate its target direction measurement to another
agent if this lies within a given communication radius. In this chapter, we give
a mathematical statement of this circumnavigation problem, and we describe a
decentralized control strategy that we propose as a solution.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we give a general
description of the circumnavigation problem and we present the model of the multi-
agent system considered in the thesis. In Section 3.2, we present the designed
control law to govern the motion of the agents. In Section 3.3, we describe the
algorithm employed by each agent to estimate the position of the target. Finally,
in Section 3.4 we formally prove that the estimate of the target position computed
by each agent converges to the actual target position.

3.1 Network and agents model

The networked agents are indexed as 1, . . . , N , where N is the number of agents in
the network, and we denote V = {1, . . . , N}. The position of agent i is denoted as
yi(t) ∈ R2, and x(t) ∈ R2 denotes the position of the target. We assume that every
agent has a communication neighborhood given by C(rc, yi(t)) and communication
with other agents is possible only within it. In general, for each agent in the network,
only a subset of the other agents belong to its communication neighborhood. This
implies that a single agent does not have access to global information about the
network. Indeed, a single agent does not know how many agents are present in the
network, which makes it more challenging to design a control strategy that drives
the agents to form a regular polygon about the target. We denote as Vi(t) the subset
of the agents that lie within the communication neighborhood of agent i, excluding
agent i itself:

Vi(t) = {j ∈ V \ {i} : yj(t) ∈ C(rc, yi(t))}. (3.1)

15
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Figure 3.1. Example configuration of the multi-agent network considered in this
thesis. The network in this example is made up of three agents.

Each agent is modeled as a first-order integrator:

ẏi(t) = ui(t) ∀i ∈ V, (3.2)

where ui(t) is the control action applied to agent i. The following two definitions
can be found [21].

Definition 3.1.1 (Counterclockwise angle). The counterclockwise angle βij(t) is
the angle subtended at x(t) by yi(t) and yj(t), evaluated from yi(t) to yj(t) counter-
clockwise (see Figure 3.1).

Definition 3.1.2 (Counterclockwise neighbor). The counterclockwise neighbor of
agent i is agent j if βij(t) is the smallest counterclockwise angle among βik(t) for
k ∈ Vi(t).

It is useful to define the function νi(t) ∈ {1, · · · , N}\i that gives back the index
of the neighbor of agent i at time t:

νi(t) = arg min
j∈Vi(t)

{βij(t)}. (3.3)

The counterclockwise neighbor of an agent is defined through the calculation of
counterclockwise angles, and, therefore, it is time variant. The counterclockwise
neighbor of an agent i may change for three reasons: the first is that the current
counterclockwise neighbor of agent i leaves the communication neighborhood of
agent i; the second is that the motion of the network causes a different agent to
have a smaller counterclockwise angle with respect to i; the third is that the neighbor
agent could be removed from the network due to a fault.

3.2 Circumnavigation control law
In this thesis, the agents exploit only the bearing measurements to reach the desired
circumnavigation objective. The measurement consists in a vector defined as follows.
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Definition 3.2.1 (Bearing vector). The bearing vector of the agent i is defined as
the unit-norm vector ϕi(t) ∈ S in the direction from the agent to the target; defining
the distance between the agent and the target as Di(t) = ||x(t)− yi(t)||, we have

ϕi(t) = x(t)− yi(t)
Di(t)

. (3.4)

From the vector ϕi(t) we can obtain also

ϕ̄i(t) = R

(
π

2

)
· ϕi(t), (3.5)

where R(θ) denotes the rotation matrix corresponding to a rotation of θ clockwise.
From this point on, the notation βi(t) will be used in place of βiνi(t) to address the
counterclockwise angle between agent i and its neighbor νi.

The control objective can now be formally defined as follows.

Definition 3.2.2. The control objective is to have every agent converging to a
desired circle C(D∗, x(t)) and rotate with constant angular velocity while forming a
regular polygon about the target with the other agents:

lim
t→∞

Di(t) = D?, ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , N, (3.6)

lim
t→∞

βi(t) = 2π
N
, ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , N, (3.7)

lim
t→∞
‖ẏi(t)‖ = lim

t→∞
‖ẏj(t)‖ ∀i, j ∈ V. (3.8)

Note that even if all the agents lie on the desired circle C(D∗, x(t)), in general
a single agent is not able to communicate to all the other agents, because some of
the other agent may lie outside of its communication neighborhood. Nevertheless,
the designed distributed control protocol drives the agents to achieve the desired
circumnavigation.

Due to the event triggered nature of measurements and communications, ev-
ery agent has to estimate the quantities that are needed to compute the control
input during each inter-event time interval. Therefore, we introduce the following
notations:

D̂i(t) = ||x̂i(t)− yi(t)||, (3.9)

ϕ̂i(t) = x̂i(t)− yi(t)
D̂i(t)

, (3.10)

ϕ̂i(t) = R

(
π

2

)
· ϕ̂i(t). (3.11)

In (3.9)–(3.11), the hat notation indicates quantities that are estimated by agent i.
The estimation is based on a short-term open-loop integration of the other agent’s
kinematics, and uses the sampled bearing measurements as starting points for the
integration. The equations of the estimation laws are given later in this chapter.
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We are now in a suitable position to give the designed control law:

ui(t) = kd(D̂i(t)−D?)ϕ̂i(t) + kϕD̂i(t)(α+ β̂i(t))ϕ̂i(t), (3.12)

where kd and kϕ are positive control gains, relative respectively to the radial and
to the tangential direction of the agent with respect to the estimated position of
the target, and α is a positive scalar that represents the minimum angular velocity
of the circumnavigation. This control law is similar to [21]: the first term rules
the radial motion of agent i, the second term gives the motion on the direction
tangential to the circle centered in x̂i(t), with radius depending on the estimate
algorithm.

3.3 Estimate algorithm
The control signal ui(t) as given by (3.12) ultimately depends on the estimate x̂i(t)
of the position of the target. This estimate is designed as follows:

x̂i(t) = yi(ti,k) + ϕi(ti,k)D? ti,k ≤ t < ti,k+1, (3.13)

where ti,k, with k ∈ N denotes the generic time instant when agent i obtains a
measurement of the bearing vector. From (3.13), assuming that ti,k+1 − ti,k > 0,
we can see that the estimate x̂i(t) is piecewise constant, and it is placed at desired
distance D∗, upon the direction of the last measured bearing vector. Namely, we
have

ϕ̂i(ti,k) = ϕi(ti,k), ∀k ∈ N. (3.14)

Using (3.14) in (3.13) we obtain:

ui(t) = kϕD
?
i (α+ β̂i(t))ϕ̂i(t). (3.15)

The control law reduces to the tangential term, so the agent will rotate counter-
clockwise on the circle C(D∗, x̂i(ti,k)) with angular velocity kϕ(α+ β̂i(t)) in the time
interval [ti,k, ti,k+1). Then, the center of the circle will be moved on x̂i(tk+1),at dis-
tance D? from the agent’s position, on the new measured bearing direction, and the
motion will be repeated. Note that the radial term of the control signal (3.12) (i.e.,
kd(D̂i(t) −D∗)), is nominally always zero, because the estimated distance D̂i(t) is
chosen as equal to the desired distance D∗; so the velocity of the agent is always
orthogonal to yi(t)− x̂i(t). However, in the presence of disturbances, this term may
be not equal to zero, so it provides a form of robustness against such disturbances.
On the other hand, since we do not consider disturbances explicitly in the formal
analysis, this term vanishes in all formal proofs.

The measurement of the bearing vector will be triggered when a certain threshold
is exceeded. In order to get the maximum displacement possible of the next estimate
position respect to the current one, the following is done: being the agent rotating
on the circle Ci(x̂i(tk), D?), a new measurement is done when it has spanned a π

2
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Figure 3.2. Triggering of a bearing measurement. The agent y starts form the
position y1 rotating around the initial estimated position of the target x̂, that is in
turn on the current measured bearing vector ϕ1.During this motion, the estimated
bearing vector ϕ̂ is represented by the red dashed line arrow. When the agent has
spanned a π

2 angle and is in y2, a new measurement is triggered and ϕ2 is calculated.
The estimates is moved according to (3.13) on the position x̂2. Eventually, the motion
of the agent will start again around this new estimation.

counterclockwise angle, as shown in Figure 3.2. This condition can be translated in
a threshold based on the current estimated bearing vector ϕ̂(t) as follows:

tk+1 = inf{t ∈ R : t > ti,k, ϕ(ti,k) · ϕ̂(t) ≤ 0}. (3.16)

It is worth noticing that the inter-event interval is depending on the angular velocity
α + β̂i(t), that is in turn time-varying due to the motion of the counterclockwise
neighbor νi(t) of agent i.

3.4 Proof of convergence of the estimate
The chosen estimate law entails that the current estimate will always be at distance
D∗ from the position of the agent in the ideal case. This condition is not guaranteed
to hold when this control choices are implemented in an experimental environment,
due to the non-modeled dynamics and to the disturbances, but it will hold at the
time instants ti,k, with k ∈ N. The convergence of the estimate x̂i(t) → x(t) for a
single agent i can be proven analytically for the case of stationary target.

Assumption 3.4.1. In this section, we consider the case that there is a single agent
in the network, and that the target is stationary:

ẋ(t) = 0 ∀t ∈ R. (3.17)
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We denote the position of this single agent as y(t), and its velocity as ẏ(t) =
u(t) = kϕD

?α ˆ̄ϕ(t), since the counterclockwise angles are not defined when there is
a single agent in the network. For simplicity, the constant angular speed kϕD

∗α
will be denoted as ω. The constant position of the target is simply denoted as x.
Under Assumption 3.4.1, the system constituted by the agent and its estimated
target position can be modeled as a discrete-time system. Denoting y[k] = y(tk),
where tk are the time instants when the agent acquires a bearing measurement, and
similarly for the other relevant quantities, the dynamics of this discrete-time system
can be written as

y[k + 1] = x̂[k] +R

(
π

2

)
(y[k]− x̂[k]), (3.18)

where

x̂[k] = y[k] + ϕ[k]D∗, (3.19)

ϕ[k] = x− y[k]
‖x− y[k]‖ . (3.20)

Substituting (3.19) and (3.20) into (3.18), we have

y[k + 1] = y[k] + ϕ[k]D∗ − ϕ̄[k]D∗. (3.21)

In order to demonstrate that the estimate x̂(t) converges to the actual position x
of the target, we consider the estimate error x̃(t) = x̂(t)− x. The dynamics of this
estimation error can be computed as follows:

x̃[k + 1] =x̂[k + 1]− x
=y[k + 1] + ϕ[k + 1]D∗ − x
=y[k] + ϕ[k]D∗ − ϕ̄[k]D∗ + ϕ[k + 1]D∗ − x
=x̃[k] + (ϕ[k + 1]− ϕ̄[k])D∗.

(3.22)

Treating the constant values D∗ and x as parameters, and using (3.19) and (3.20),
the right-hand side of (3.22) can be written as a function of x̂[k] only:

x̃[k + 1] = T (x̃[k]), (3.23)

where T : R2 → R2. Convergence to zero of x̃[k] is formally proven in the following
Theorem 3.4.1.

Theorem 3.4.1. Consider an autonomous agent under the control law ui(t) =
ω ˆ̄ϕ(t) with estimate ϕ̂(t) evolving according to (3.10), and bearing measurements
triggered by (3.16). Under Assumption 3.4.1, the estimate x̂(t) of the position of
the target converges asymptotically to the actual position x of the target.
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Figure 3.3. Graphical illustration of the dynamics of the estimate error ‖x̃[k]‖.

Proof. Consider the following candidate Lyapunov function:

V (x̃) = ‖x̃‖. (3.24)

Note that this function is continuous and positive definite in x̃. Using the notation
from [24], we define V [k] = V (x[k]) and V̇ [k] = V [k+ 1]−V [k]. Then, using (3.22),
and with the help of Figure 3.3, we can compute

V̇ [k] = ‖x̃[k + 1]‖ − ‖x̃[k]‖

=
√

(D∗)2 + ‖x̃[k]‖2 − (D∗ + ‖x̃[k]‖) ≤ 0.
(3.25)

The conditions of the invariance principle (2.3.4) from [24] are verified:

1. V (x̃) is continuous over R2;

2. V [k] is non-increasing along solutions (i.e., V̇ [k] ≤ 0 for all k ∈ N;

3. V (x̃) is positive definite with respect to x̃;

4. Tn(x0) is bounded for all n ∈ N and all x0 ∈ R2.

Therefore, from the invariance principle for discrete systems, we conclude that V [k]
converges asymptotically to zero.

It is worth noticing that the estimate convergence to the target is guaranteed
for every possible number of agents N ≥ 0, thanks to the persistence of the coun-
terclockwise rotation due to the minimal angular velocity α.





Chapter 4

Tracking and circumnavigation with
multiple agents

In this chapter, we focus on the scenario where several agents are deployed to
circumnavigate the target, and we study the interplay among the different agents. In
Section 4.1, the main functioning of the control law is explained and some geometric
proprieties of the network are introduced. In Section 4.2, we extend the obtained
results to the case that the target is slowly moving. Finally, in Section 4.3, we
propose a collision avoidance mechanism.

4.1 Event-triggered communication and estimation of the
neighbor motion

In this chapter, when dealing with a stationary target, we suppose that the estimate
x̂i(t) has already converged to x for all the agents. Consequently, we also have
D̂i(t) = Di(t) = D∗. In the case of multiple agents, the angular velocity in the
control law (3.14) for the agent i depends on the counterclockwise angle β̂i(t):

β̂i(t) = arccos(ϕ̂i(t) · ϕ̂j(t)), j = νi(t), (4.1)

which, in turn, depends on bearing vectors of i and j estimated by i itself. The
vector ϕ̂i(t) has been previously defined as follows:

ϕ̂i(t) =


x̂i(t)− yi(t)
||x̂i(t)− yi(t)||

tk ≤ t < tk+1,

ϕi(t) =
xi(t)− yi(t)
||xi(t)− yi(t)||

t = tk+1.

(4.2)

23
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Therefore, ϕ̂i(t) is calculated respect to the current estimate until a new measure-
ment is done. During the inter-event interval, one can calculate:

˙̂ϕi(t) = −ẏi(t)||x̂i(t)− yi(t)||+ ||x̂i(t)− yi(t)||ẏi(t)
||x̂i(t)− yi(t)||2

= − ẏi(t)
D?

= −kϕ[α+ β̂i(t)]ϕ̂i(t).

(4.3)

Similarly, the estimate of ϕj(t) is defined as (3.10), and its dynamics is

˙̂ϕj(t) = −kϕ(α+ β̂j(t)ϕ̂j(t). (4.4)

The main features of the algorithm on board of each agent can be summarized as
follows:

• in the computation of the control input, β̂i(t) that is defined as the counter-
clockwise angle between the two estimated bearing vectors, is used;

• in the control law and in the calculation of β̂i(t), ϕ̂i(t) is used in the inter-event
intervals, instead the true measured ϕi(tk) is used when it is triggered;

• in the calculation of β̂i(t), ϕ̂j(t) is used in the inter-event intervals, instead
the true measured ϕj(tk) is used when it is triggered .

Note that the third statement implies that agent j will communicate the measured
ϕj(tk) to agent i as soon as it is triggered on board of j itself, and consequently
obtained. Being the triggering of measurements of agent j time-variant as well, this
is in fact an event-triggered communication, and it is directed from the neighbor to
the agent itself (so clockwise).

In (4.4) it is evident the need of β̂j(t) that is defined as (4.1), as the estimated
counterclockwise angle between agent j and agent k, being k = νj(t). The knowl-
edge of this angle is not owned by agent i so it has to be reconstructed; one choice
can be

β̂νi(t) = β̂i(t) (4.5)
that means assuming that the neighbor agent is moving with the same angular ve-
locity as the agent itself. This approximation is more reasonable when the networks
gets closer to the convergence setup, that coincides with equal angles between every
couple of agents. Under this choice, the estimation of ϕ̂j(t) will have exactly the
same dynamic as ϕ̂i(t), which brings

˙̂
βi(t) = 0 t > 0. (4.6)

so with these assumptions we have a piecewise constant β̂i(t):

β̂i(t) = arccos(ϕ̂i(tl) · ϕ̂j(tl)) tl = max[tli, tlj ] (4.7)
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where tli and tlj are the instants of time of the last triggered measurements respec-
tively of ϕi(t) and ϕj(t) (note that tlj coincides also with the time instant of the
last communication from the neighbor, supposing that it is instantaneous).

4.2 Moving target
In this section, we remark some performances and analytical proprieties of the
network, for the scenario of a slowly drifting target. Intuitively, when the target is
slowly drifting, it is still possible to demonstrate the convergence of the estimate
to a neighborhood of the position of the target. Namely, we need to show that the
estimate error

x̃i(t) = x̂i(t)− x(t) (4.8)

is eventually bounded in the limit of time going to infinity. We assume that there
exists an upper bound to the norm of the target velocity:

||ẋ(t)|| ≤ εT ∀t ≥ t0. (4.9)

We shall need an assumption about the desired circumnavigation distance respect
to the target possible motion in order to make the circumnavigation task feasible.

Assumption 4.2.1. The desired distance from the target satisfies

D? > εTT ,

T = tl+1 − tl ≤
π

2kϕα
.

Lemma 4.2.1. Consider an estimate law (3.13) for the agents of the network; if the
target is drifting according to Assumption (4.2.1), then the estimation error x̃i(t) is
bounded in the norm as

lim sup
t→∞

||x̃i(t)|| ≤
ε2 − 2D?ε

2(ε−D?), (4.10)

where ε = εTT

Proof. From here we refer to Figure 4.1. We assume that at the initial condition
the agent is in position yi(ti,k), the target is in x(ti,k) and x̂i(ti,k) represents the
position where the first estimation is located, i.e. at distance D? along the direction
of ϕ(ti,k). After a time T = π

2kϕα , the agent has traveled a quarter of the circle
C(x̂(ti,k), D?) and it is in y(ti,k). At this moment, according to condition (4.9)
and Assumption (4.2.1), the possible motion that the target could have exerted
resides in the circle C(x̂(ti,k), ε) where ε = εTT . On this circle, the point that
would maximize the distance between the agent and the target is on the straight
line r, and we call this position x̂(tk+1). Assuming this position of the target,
consequently the new estimate is x̂(ti,k+1) is placed onto the direction of ϕ(ti,k+1).
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y[k]
x[k] x̂[k]

y[k + 1]

x̂[k + 1]

D∗

Figure 4.1. Motion of the agent yi(t) and of the target x(t). The shaded area
represents the possible locations of the target at time ti,k+1.

Defining the quantities ||x̃(ti,k)|| and ||x̃(ti,k+1)|| as the norms of the estimate errors,
from Pythagorean Theorem we can prove that, in order to make the estimate errors
decrease, it has to hold that√

‖x̃(tk)‖2 +D? −D? + ε < ||x̃(tk)||. (4.11)

Solving (4.11) for ‖x̃(ti,k)‖ one has

||x̃i(ti,k)|| >
ε2 − 2D?ε

2(ε−D?). (4.12)

Since (4.12) implies that ||x̃i(ti,k+1)|| ≤ ||x̃i(ti,k)||, we have (4.10). From Lemma 4.2.1,
we can see that the bound for the estimation error is a function of the gain kϕ and
of the minimum angular speed α. In particular, the error bound decreases expo-
nentially with the rising of the desired distance (as shown in Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2. Estimation error bound depending on D?, with ε = 2.0.

4.3 Collision avoidance additive term
A network of autonomous agents under the proposed control law (3.12) and estimate
algorithm as proposed in Section (3.3) is proven to exhibit a motion that could be
not collision-free. In particular, when the number of agents is relatively high respect
to the desired circle radius, it is predictable that, during feed-forward inter-event
intervals, several overtaking could happen among them. If the agents are already
on the desired circle, then collisions are going to take place. In order to avoid this
phenomena, numerous techniques could be used, such as adding an other internal
control loop, or additive term to the control, but in this scenario the main concern
is to preserve the functioning of the designed velocity control. According to this, a
repulsive planar field is defined, acting in a circle C(ro, yi(t)) around each agent i,
defined as follows

Fi(t) =

ko
(

1
||yi(t)− yj(t)||

−
1
ro

)
yi(t)− yj(t)
||yi(t)− yj(t)||2

, ||yi(t)− yj(t)|| ≤ ro,

0, ||yi(t)− yj(t)|| > ro.

Fj(t) = −Fi(t) (4.13)

This field depending on the distance between agents, can be treated as a velocity
term, and it is modeled through a FIRAS function as done in [25]; this velocity
contribution is added to the control output of (3.12). This additive term is going to
be treated as a disturbance from the system, so it suggests that there is a trade-off
between the radius of action and the intensity of the repulsive field and the maximum
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disturbance that can be rejected by the system. In general, the collision radius is
supposed to be much smaller than the communication one, and this assumption
makes sense when this feature is attributed to a real scenario: the sensing apparatus
(such as sonar or a system of cameras) is capable to recognize the presence of other
agents within an emergency radius that is usually smaller than the communication
radius, that could be for instance, the border of the dead-zone of the Wi-Fi signal.
It is worth it to notice that in this scenario, the radial term of the control law is
strictly required, because there is no restriction on the repulsion direction.



Chapter 5

Simulations in ROS

This chapter is dedicated to the simulations we have done for testing of the proposed
algorithm applied to the network. In the following Sections we will only report data
related to simulation scenarios that we considered to be more relevant, and we
avoid others for space availability reasons. In Section 5.1 we briefly present the
coding environment and software tools used in the implementation; in Section 5.2
we explain the code structure and chart in detail; finally, in 5.5 we highlight the
results obtained in simulations.

5.1 Coding environment and diagnostic tools
The code base for both simulations and experiments has been developed within
the Robot Operating System (ROS), deeply described in [26]. The programming
languages used are mostly C++ and Python, while XML is used for some launching
files. Diagnostic ROS tools have been largely used, such as RViz and RQt. Matlab
has also been used to analyze the data recorded in the ROS bag files and to get
insights on the trends of some relevant quantities of the system.

5.2 Code structure and main features
In Figure (5.1) a simplified structure of the code is represented. In ROS, the code is
inherently organized in independent processes called nodes, that are able to perform
computations and communicate with each other according to two main different
paradigms: a very flexible publish/subscribe model consisting in topics, that is one-
way, and a request/reply one consisting in services, which are often useful in a
distributed system. In Figure (5.1), the squares represent the nodes, the continuous
line arrows are topics subscriptions, with direction going from the subscriber node
to publisher node, while the dashed line arrows represent services, going from the
applicant to the offering one. On solid arrows is reported, in addition to the name of
the topic, the rate of publishing. The algorithm has been implemented considering
the following proprieties.

29
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• Scalability. The computational burden on a single agent does not grow with
the total number of agents in the network.

• Resilience. The mission execution is robust respect to agents entering the
network in mid-navigation, as well as to the event of some agents leaving the
network.

• Realism. A single code module, implemented as a ROS node, corresponds to
the functionalities of a single hardware/software module in a realistic scenario,
such as sensor, path planner, motion controller, etc.

• Decentralization. A single agent relies only on local information, and does not
need to know the overall characteristics of the network such as the number of
agents in the network.

• Intermittent communication. The information exchanged to one agent is lim-
ited to isolated time instants and to a communication neighborhood in the
vicinity of the position of the agent.

Each agent is modeled as a first-order integrator, and therefore it integrates its ve-
locity control input to obtain its position. The planner node computes the velocity
command, and receives the bearing measurement calling a service offered by the
sensor simulator node when condition (3.16) is verified, and receives the neighbor
bearing measurement from the cloud, without knowing the identity of his neighbor
itself: the topology management is entirely delegated to the cloud node; if the re-
pulsion field defined in Section (4.3) is considered, the planner also subscribes to
corresponding repulsion topic published by the cloud (that detains the information
about all the agents positions): this field is null if no agent is inside the collision
radius. The cloud node has several different purposes: it computes a neighbor for
every agent in the network at each execution cycle; it also keeps track of the current
topology and includes or removes agents from the network dynamically, and this
functionality includes the creation of several different networks when the communi-
cation radius rc is enough small (Section (3.1)); moreover, the cloud redirects the
bearing measurements to the corresponding agent whose neighbor is the sender of
the message; the main quantities are sent to a plotter node which creates a plot
of the system flow. Other nodes and functionalities are implemented but are not
shown in the figure for simplicity sake.
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Figure 5.1. Code structure and communications among different modules.

5.3 The planner node

In this Listing, we show the instantiations of the communications for the planner
node. It is worth noticing that the agent doesn’t acknowledge neither who his
neighbor actually is nor when he has done a new measurement. To cope with
this, the receiving of the neighbor bearing measurement is defined as a service
NeighborBearing offered by the planner (i.e., by each agent) and called by the
cloud, which, instead, detains both the information and the measurement itself.
Indeed, the service ShareBearing is instantiated and called from every agent when
a new measurement is done, and the Cloud node associates the identity of the
caller to the message thanks to the first argument containing the name of the caller.
The current β̂νi(t) is computed as defined in (4.1) and it is shared in the time
instant when the agent receives a new measurement from his neighbor, in order to
allow the cloud to compute the βνi(t) estimation error committed by each agent.
Eventually, the velocity ui(t) is calculated as a sum of three terms: the radial term,
the tangential term and the repulsive term. When the agent acquires a neighbor
and the β̂νi(t) 6= 0, a fraction of the minimal angular speed α is used, through the
division by a constant kα, in order to scale the angular speed demanded from the
agents, and this becomes important in the experiments to avoid abrupt changes of
velocities and too high picks. Anyhow, this division does not affect the convergence
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proprieties of the system, being these founded on the relative angular speed between
agents.

# Subscribers
def position_callback (msg):

global position
LOCK. acquire ()
position = gmi.Point(msg)
LOCK. release ()

rp. Subscriber (" position ", gms.Point , position_callback )

def repulsion_callback (msg):
global repulsion
LOCK. acquire ()
repulsion = gmi. Vector (msg)
LOCK. release ()

rp. Subscriber (" repulsion ", gms.Vector , repulsion_callback )

# Publishers
cmdvel_pub = rp. Publisher (

name=’cmdvel ’,
data_class =gms.Vector ,
queue_size =10)

est_pub = rp. Publisher (
name=’estimate ’,
data_class =gms.Point ,
queue_size =10)

# Services offered
def neighbor_bearing_handler (req):

global neighbor_bearing_measurement
NBR_LOCK . acquire ()
neighbor_bearing_measurement = gmi. Versor (req. bearing )
NBR_LOCK . release ()
return dns. NeighborBearingResponse ()

rp. Service (’neighbor_bearing ’, dns. NeighborBearing ,
neighbor_bearing_handler )

# Services called
rp. wait_for_service ("/ add_me ")
add_me_proxy = rp. ServiceProxy ("/ add_me ", dns. AddAgent )
add_me_proxy .call( NODE_NAME )

rp. wait_for_service ("/ share_bearing ")
share_bearing_proxy = rp. ServiceProxy (’/ share_bearing ’, dns.

ShareBearing )

rp. wait_for_service ("/ share_beta ")
share_beta_proxy = rp. ServiceProxy (’/ share_beta ’, dns. ShareBeta )

rp. wait_for_service (" bearing_measurement ")
bearing_measurement_proxy = rp. ServiceProxy (name=" bearing_measurement

", service_class =dns.
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BearingMeasurement )

bearing_measurement = gmi. Versor ( bearing_measurement_proxy .call ().
bearing )

estimated_bearing = gmi. Versor ( bearing_measurement )
phi_bar = estimated_bearing . rotate (-np.pi/2)

while not rp. is_shutdown ():

# Acquisition of position and repulsion
LOCK. acquire ()
pos = gmi.Point( position )
rep=gmi. Vector ( repulsion )
LOCK. release ()

# Acquisition of neighbor bearing measurement
NBR_LOCK . acquire ()
if not neighbor_bearing_measurement is None:

nbr_lbm = gmi. Versor ( neighbor_bearing_measurement )
neighbor_estimated_bearing = gmi. Versor ( nbr_lbm )

NBR_LOCK . release ()

# Computation of main quantities
estimated_bearing = gmi. Versor ( estimate -pos)
phi_bar = estimated_bearing . rotate (-np.pi/2)
estimated_distance = (pos- estimate ).norm

# Triggering of a new measurement
if estimated_bearing . vector * bearing_measurement . vector <

BEARING_THRESHOLD :
bearing_measurement = gmi. Versor ( bearing_measurement_proxy .

call (). bearing )
estimate = position + bearing_measurement . vector *

DESIRED_DISTANCE
estimated_bearing = gmi. Versor ( bearing_measurement . vector )
phi_bar = estimated_bearing . rotate (-np.pi/2)
try: share_bearing_proxy .call(NODE_NAME , bearing_measurement )
except : rp. logwarn ("Error in service call")

# Calculation of the current Beta
if not neighbor_estimated_bearing is None:

agent_beta = estimated_bearing . angle_to (
neighbor_estimated_bearing
, force_positive =True)

if not agent_beta is None and not
neighbor_bearing_measurement

is None:# Sharing the beta
when the agent receives

the bearing from the
neighbor

try: share_beta_proxy .call(NODE_NAME , agent_beta )
except : rp. logwarn ("Error in service call")
neighbor_bearing_measurement = None

neighbor_estimated_bearing = neighbor_estimated_bearing .
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rotate (STEP* K_PHI*(ALPHA/
K_ALPHA + agent_beta ))

# Computation of the control outuput ( velocity u_i(t))
vel = K_D* estimated_bearing . vector *( estimated_distance -

DESIRED_DISTANCE )
if not agent_beta is None:

vel += K_PHI* estimated_distance * phi_bar . vector *(ALPHA/ K_ALPHA
+ agent_beta )

else:
vel += K_PHI* estimated_distance * phi_bar . vector *ALPHA

if rep.norm>0:
vel += repulsion

cmdvel_pub . publish (vel. serialize ())
est_pub . publish ( estimate . serialize ())
RATE.sleep ()

5.4 The cloud node

In this listing we show the communications and the services related to the cloud
node. Particularly relevant is the structure of the AddMe service: the handler is made
to be called from every agent when the latter gets inside the network; its name is
added in the list of agents, then a proxy for the sending of neighbor measurements
from the cloud is initialized; the cloud then subscribes to its position and its esti-
mate of the target: the first is needed for the collision avoidance, the second for the
computation of the counterclockwise angles. Eventually, three publishers are cre-
ated: one is the repulsion term publisher that will be subscribed by the agent itself,
while BetaError and BetaTilde correspond respectively to the errors β̂i(t)− βi(t)

and βi(t) −
2π
N

, and are made just for the analysis of the system’s performances.
The service Control is only needed in experiments: it calls the services Circum
for every Crazyflie 2.0, that makes them switch from an initial stationary hovering
point, to the dynamic goal generated from the network control algorithm.

In this node, the main loop starts with the calculation of the current topology
(i.e., calculating the current neighbor for each agent as the one with the minimum
counterclockwise angle and checking if any couple agent-neighbor of the dictionary
Topology needs to be updated). Then, through the usage of the current estimated
target made by each agent, the cloud can reconstruct every estimated bearing vector.
In the simulation scenario, it could be not strictly needed, indeed the motion of
the agents is exactly predictable during the inter-event interval, so one could just

rotate the initial bearing vector with the angular speed kϕ(
α

kα
+ β̂i(t)), but in the

real scenario and when the collision avoidance is added, this is no longer true. In
the successive block, the error defined previously are computed, in order to make
analysis of the system possible. Afterwards, it is checked if any couple of agents
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are so close to get into each other collision radius rc, and, possibly, the repulsive
control term based on the distance itself is calculated. Finally, the publishing of the
computed quantities takes place.
# Subscribers
def position_callback (req , name):

global positions
LOCK. acquire ()
positions [name] = gmi.Point(req)
LOCK. release ()

def estimate_callback (req , name):
global estimates
LOCK. acquire ()
estimates [name] = gmi.Point(req)
LOCK. release ()

# Services offered
def add_me_handler (req):

LOCK. acquire ()
agent_names . append (req.name)
neighbor_bearing_proxies [req.name] = rp. ServiceProxy (req.name+"/

neighbor_bearing ", dns.
NeighborBearing )

position_subscribers [req.name] = rp. Subscriber (req.name+"/
position ", gms.Point ,
position_callback ,
callback_args =req.name)

estimate_subscribers [req.name] = rp. Subscriber (req.name+"/
estimate ", gms.Point ,
estimate_callback ,
callback_args =req.name)

repulsion_publishers [req.name] = rp. Publisher (
name=req.name+"/ repulsion ",
data_class =gms.Vector ,
queue_size =10)
beta_error_publishers [req.name] = rp. Publisher (
name=req.name+"/ beta_error ",
data_class = std_msgs .msg.Float32 ,
queue_size =10)
beta_tilde_publishers [req.name] = rp. Publisher (
name=req.name+"/ beta_tilde ",
data_class = std_msgs .msg.Float32 ,
queue_size =10)
LOCK. release ()
plotter_proxy .call(req.name)
return dns. AddAgentResponse ()

rp. Service (’add_me ’, dns.AddAgent , add_me_handler )

def control_handler (req):
LOCK. acquire ()
for name in agent_names :

agents_proxies [name] = rp. ServiceProxy (name+"/ Circum ",
dns. Circum )
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try: agents_proxies [name].call ()
except : rp. logwarn ("Error in service call Circum ")

LOCK. release ()
return dns. ControlResponse ()

rp. Service (’Control ’, dns.Control , control_handler )

def share_bearing_handler (req):
LOCK. acquire ()
bearings [req.name] = gmi. Versor (req. bearing )
for name in topology :

if topology [name] == req.name:
try: neighbor_bearing_proxies [name].call(req. bearing )
except : rp. logwarn ("Error in service call")

LOCK. release ()
return dns. ShareBearingResponse ()

rp. Service (" share_bearing ", dns. ShareBearing , share_bearing_handler )

def share_beta_handler (req):
LOCK. acquire ()
betas[req.name] = req.beta
LOCK. release ()
return dns. ShareBetaResponse ()

rp. Service (" share_beta ", dns.ShareBeta , share_beta_handler )

# Publishers
err = rp. Publisher (’total_error ’, std_msgs .msg.Float32 , queue_size =10

)

# Services called
rp. wait_for_service (’AddAgentArtist ’)
plotter_proxy =rp. ServiceProxy (’AddAgentArtist ’,dns. AddAgent )

rp. wait_for_service (" change_topology ")
change_topology_proxy = rp. ServiceProxy (" change_topology ", dns.

ChangeTopology )

while not rp. is_shutdown ():
LOCK. acquire ()
total_error =0.0

# Computation of the Topology
for name in agent_names :

if name in positions and name in bearings :
neighbor = None
pos = positions [name]
brg = bearings [name]
smallest_angle = 2*m.pi
for other in agent_names :

if other != name and other in positions and other in
bearings and (pos-
positions [other]).
norm < COMM_RADIUS
:

angle = brg. angle_to ( bearings [other],
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force_positive
=True)

if angle < smallest_angle :
smallest_angle = angle
neighbor = other

if neighbor != topology .get(name , None):
topology [name] = neighbor
try: change_topology_proxy .call(name , neighbor )
except : rp. logwarn (" something went wrong with

ChangeTopology ")
# reconstruction of the estimated bearing

if name in estimates :
bearings [name] = gmi. Versor ( estimates [name]- positions

[name])

# Errors computation
if name in bearings :

if name in betas:
neigh= topology [name]
beta_errors [name]=betas[name]-( bearings [name].

angle_to ( bearings [
neigh],
force_positive =
False))#this
coincides with the

error only when
the agents are
already on the
circle

beta_errors [name]= beta_errors [name]*180.0/m.pi
beta_tilde [name]=( bearings [name]. angle_to ( bearings [

neigh],
force_positive =
True))-2*m.pi/len(
agent_names )

beta_errors [name]= beta_errors [name]*180.0/m.pi
for error in beta_errors :

total_error += beta_errors [error]
total_error = ( total_error + 180.0) % (2 * 180.0

) - 180.0
else:

beta_errors [name]=0.0
beta_tilde [name]=0.0

else:
beta_tilde [name]=0.0
beta_errors [name]=0.0

# Collision avoidance check and repulsion computation
if name in positions and name in repulsions :

pos = positions [name]
repulsions [name]=gmi. Vector (0.0,0.0)
for other in agent_names :

if other != name and other in positions :
if (pos- positions [other]).norm<= ( COLL_RADIUS ) :
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ag_dist [other]=pos- positions [other]
repulsions [name]+= K_OBST *(1/(( ag_dist [other].

norm) ** 3))
*( ag_dist [
other])

else :
repulsions [name]=gmi. Vector (0.0,0.0)

LOCK. release ()

# Publishings
for name in repulsion_publishers .keys ():

repulsion_publishers [name]. publish ( repulsions [name]. serialize ())
for name in beta_error_publishers .keys ():

beta_error_publishers [name]. publish ( beta_errors [name])
for name in beta_tilde_publishers .keys ():

beta_tilde_publishers [name]. publish ( beta_tilde [name])
err. publish ( total_error )
RATE.sleep ()

5.5 Simulations
In this section, the results of the coding implementation of the presented algorithm
are shown. In the following, we define some additional quantities that have been
plotted in order to analyze the system behavior.

Definition 5.5.1. We define the counterclockwise angle estimation error as β̃i(t) =
β̂i(t) − βi(t), where β̂i(t) and βi(t) are respectively the estimated bearing counter-
clockwise angle and the true counterclockwise angle. The first is defined as in (3.10),
and the second is defined as in (3.4).

Definition 5.5.2. We define the counterclockwise angle error as βei(t) = βi(t)−
2π
N

,
where βi(t) is the true counterclockwise angle and N is the total number of agents
in the network. The value 2π

N
represents the final convergence value of βi(t) ∀i ∈

V = {1, . . . , N}.

Definition 5.5.3. We define the distance value D, as the distance of the agent i
from the target, i.e. Di = ||x(t)− yi(t)||.

Definition 5.5.4. We define the estimation error x̃i(t) = x(t) − x̂i(t), that is the
difference between the position of the target and the estimation of its position made
by the agent i.

Definition 5.5.5. We define the repulsion field term Fi(t) as an additional velocity
command term defined as in (4.13) acting on the agent i, that is depending on its
position and on the position of the other agents ∀j ∈ V/{i}.
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Table 5.1. Simulation described in Section 5.5.1. Initial position of the agent.

i 1
y1(to) 1.2
y2(to) 1.2

Table 5.2. Simulation described in Section 5.5.1. Position of the stationary target.

i 1
x1(t) 0.0
x2(t) 0.0

5.5.1 Single agent

In the following, we show the results of the application of designed algorithms in the
simplest case of a single agent tracking a stationary target. In Table (5.1) we show
the chosen initial position of the agent, while in Table (5.2) we define the position
of the target. The desired distance is fixed to D∗ = 0.5 while the minimal angular
velocity α = 1.0 and the gain of the radial motion term kϕ = 1.

In Figure (5.5.1) the generated motion of the agent is clearly shown; every
circular arch corresponds to the circular path about the current estimated target
position, and when the measurement is triggered after π2 radians, the estimate moves
and consequently the center of the motion changes. The estimate updating algo-
rithm generates a piecewise evolution of the estimation error, as shown in (5.5.1).
Finally, we show that the distance from the target converges to the desired value
D∗ = 0.5.

5.5.2 Multiple agents network

In the following we show the results obtained in the scenario of a network formed
by three agents attempting to track and circumnavigate a stationary target.

Assumption 5.5.1. In this testing scenario, we assume that agents have an infinite
communication radius rc, such that they are able to communicate with every other
agent in the network at all times.

The Tables (5.3) and (5.4) show the initial positions of the agents and the
position of the target.

We assume a desired distance D∗ = 0.5, a minimal angular speed of α = 2.0, a
division factor kα = 3.0: we remind that this division factor is only applied when
an agent acquires a neighbor, i.e. when βi(t) ≥ 0, in order to avoid huge velocity
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Table 5.3. Simulation described in Section 5.5.2. Initial position of the agents.

i 1 2 3
y1(to) 1.2 -1.0 1.4
y2(to) 1.2 -1.0 -1.4

Table 5.4. Simulation described in Section 5.5.2. Position of the stationary target.

i 1
x1(t) 0.0
x2(t) 0.0

spikes from the initial condition without a neighbor to the condition with additive
angular speed depending on it. Then, we fix the rotation gain at kϕ = 0.2.

5.5.3 Dynamical network with finite communication radius

In this section we present the resulting behavior of the network when the Assump-
tion (5.5.1) is removed, that is when the agents can detect the presence of the others
and communicate with them only within a certain communication circle C(rc, yi(t)).
This implies that the topology of the communication network changes on-line de-
pending on the motion of the agents. Moreover, we highlight the capability of the
network to reconfigure when adding or removing an agent from it. Both the two
previous conditions are tolerated from the network for two reasons: the first is that
the estimation algorithm (3.13) is run completely autonomously from each other
agent, so it entails the unconditioned convergence of the estimate on the target; the
second is that the counterclockwise neighbor is continuously verified and elected
on-line respect to the available measurements. More specifically, when a new agent
j is detected in the communication radius, the agent i will wait to receive a mea-
surement of ϕj(t) from j, and then it will start integrating its model as defined in
Section 4.1. The counterclockwise neighbor is then made respect to this estimated
motion of the other agents in the neighborhood.

Tables (5.5) and (5.6) show the initial positions, the introduction time and
removal time of the agents and the position of the target. We fixed the parameters
for this scenario as follows: D∗ = 0.5,α = 2.0,kα = 2.0; the communication radius is
fixed at rc = 1.0: in the setting of this parameter, one should take into account that
there is a lower bound depending on the desired distance and the total number of
agents in the network; if this lower bound is not respected, the agents will never be
able to reach the convergence configuration that is being evenly spaced at nominal
angular distance because they could not be able to detect any other agent in that
setup.
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Table 5.5. Simulation described in Section 5.5.3. Initial position of the agents.

i 1 2 3 4
y1(to) 1.2 1.3 1.4 -1.3
y2(to) 1.2 1.4 -1.4 1.3
t0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.0
tf / 35.0 / /

Table 5.6. Simulation described in Section 5.5.3. Position of the stationary target.

i 1
x1(t) 0.0
x2(t) 0.0

Assumption 5.5.2. In order to make the convergence possible, the parameters have
to satisfy the following equation:

rc > 2D∗ sin
180
N

(5.1)

where N is the total number of agents in the network at the convergence.

According to Assumption 5.5.2, considering that the final configuration is at-
tained by 3 agents, the setting rc = 1.0 is acceptable.

It is worth to notice that: some spikes in angular quantities such as in βei(t)
are due to the changes of topology that in some cases imply fast switching of the
neighbors; moreover, the counterclockwise angles in the implementation are defined
as positive, such that :

β̂i(t) = β̂i(t) + 2π ifβ̂i(t) < 0. (5.2)

Furthermore, some spikes are coinciding with overtaking, which—due to the defini-
tion of forced positive β̂i(t)—will lead to jumps between the values 0 and 2π of this
angle.

5.5.4 Network of agents with collision avoidance
In the following, we present the results obtained when a network of 7 agents is
subject to the designed control algorithm and the repulsion velocity term defined
in Section 4.3. In this scenario, we consider the Assumption 5.5.1, so agents can
detect the whole network for all the duration of the simulation.

We fixed the parameters for this scenario as follows: D∗ = 0.5,α = 2.0, kα = 2.0,
kϕ = 0.3. The repulsion field could bring the radial error respect to the circle
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Table 5.7. Simulation described in Section 5.5.4. Initial position of the agents.

i 1 2 3 4
y1(to) 1.2 1.3 1.4 -1.3
y2(to) 1.2 1.4 -1.4 1.3
t0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.0
tf / 35.0 / /

Table 5.8. Simulation described in Section 5.5.4. Position of the stationary target.

i 1
x1(t) 0.0
x2(t) 0.0

C(D∗, x̂i(t)) to be not equal to zero: for this reason, the radial term of the control
law will not always be null; therefore, we fix kd = 8.0; as shown in 4.3, the repulsive
field could be set through two parameters: the collision radius or radius of influence
of the obstacle ro, and the gain ko. In the setting, we want to find values that
avoid the collisions enough "smoothly", bu we also want to keep the repulsion area
to be enough small to allow the convergence of the overall system, that treats the
repulsion additive therm as a disturbance. Moreover, we don’t want the repulsive
field to act when the convergence formation is reached. According to this, we set
ro = 0.35 and ko = 0.06.

The Tables (5.7) and (5.8) show the initial positions, the introduction time and
removal time of the agents and the position of the target.
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(a) Agent position (blue) and estimate of the target position (black) after
6 seconds.
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(b) Agent position (blue) and estimate of the target position (black) after
30 seconds.

Figure 5.2. Simulation described in Section 5.5.1.
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Figure 5.3. Motion exhibited from the agent.
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Figure 5.4. Simulation described in Section 5.5.1.
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(a) Agents positions (blue) and their estimations
of the target position (black) after 6 seconds.
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(b) Agents positions (blue) and their estimations
of the target position (black) after 12 seconds.
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(c) Agents positions (blue) and their estimations
of the target position (black) after 25 seconds.

Figure 5.5. Simulation described in Section 5.5.2.
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Figure 5.6. Motion exhibited from the agents.
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Figure 5.7. Simulation described in Section 5.5.2.
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Figure 5.8. Simulation described in Section 5.5.2.
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(a) Counterclockwise angles errors respect to the convergence value.

Figure 5.9. Simulation described in Section 5.5.2.
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(a) Agents positions (blue) and their estimations
of the target position (black) after 6 seconds.
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(b) Agents positions (blue) and their estimations
of the target position (black) after 9.5 seconds.
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(c) Agents positions (blue) and their estimations
of the target position (black) after 16 seconds.

Figure 5.10. Simulation described in Section 5.5.3.
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(a) Agents positions (blue) and their estimations
of the target position (black) after 28 seconds.
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(b) Agents positions (blue) and their estimations
of the target position (black) after 35 seconds.
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(c) Agents positions (blue) and their estimations
of the target position (black) after 45 seconds.

Figure 5.11. Simulation described in Section 5.5.3.
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Figure 5.12. Motion exhibited from the agents.
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Figure 5.13. Simulation described in Section 5.5.3.
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(b) Counterclockwise angles estimation errors.

Figure 5.14. Simulation described in Section 5.5.3.
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Figure 5.15. Simulation described in Section 5.5.3.
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(a) Agents positions (blue) and their estimations
of the target position (black) after 18 seconds.
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(b) Agents positions (blue) and their estimations
of the target position (black) after 28 seconds.

Figure 5.16. Simulation described in Section 5.5.3.
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Figure 5.17. Motion exhibited from the agents.
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Figure 5.18. Simulation described in Section 5.5.4.
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Figure 5.19. Simulation described in Section 5.5.4.
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Figure 5.20. Simulation described in Section 5.5.4.
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5.6 Multiple agents network with collision avoidance in
slowly drifting target scenario

In the following Section, we show the simulation results corresponding to the slowly
drifting target scenario. The convergence properties of a network defined as 3.1 un-
der the presented double-layer control law with a moving target are shown in 4.2. In
particular, we consider a network of 5 agents that is subject to the designed control
algorithm and the repulsion velocity term defined in Section 4.3, while making the
Assumption 5.5.1 of infinite radius. The target moves on a circular path, with such
a velocity vector:

ẋ =
[
rsin(ωt)
rcos(ωt)

]
(5.3)

and we fixed thr radius r = 0.05 and the angular velocity ω = 0.08. We fixed
the parameters for this scenario as follows: α = 2.0, kα = 2.0, kϕ = 0., kd = 8.0,
ko = 0.06, starting from a similar reasoning as in 5.5.4. The we set D∗ = 0.5,
according to the condition expressed in (4.2.1).

The Tables (5.9) and (5.10) show the initial positions and the introduction time
time of the agents and the initial position of the target.

Table 5.9. Simulation described in Section 5.6. Initial position of the agents.

i 1 2 3 4 5
y1(to) 1.2 1.3 1.4 -1.3 1.2
y2(to) 1.2 1.4 -1.4 1.3 1.2
t0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 7.0
tf / / / / /

Table 5.10. Simulation described in Section 5.6. Initial position of the slowly moving
target.

i 1
x1(t) 0.0
x2(t) 0.0
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(a) Agents positions (blue) and their estimations
of the target position (black) after 18 seconds.
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(b) Agents positions (blue) and their estimations
of the target position (black) after 28 seconds.

Figure 5.21. Simulation described in Section 5.5.3.
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Figure 5.22. Motion exhibited from the agents under collision avoidance protocol
and with moving target.
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Figure 5.23. Simulation described in Section 5.5.4.
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Figure 5.24. Simulation described in Section 5.5.4.



Chapter 6

Experiments with Crazyflies 2.0

In this Chapter, we will explain our implementation of the designed control fea-
tures in order to make the circumnavigation task accomplished by a small group
of CrazyFlie 2.0 quadcopters, in such a way that they behave as the autonomous
network explained in the previous chapters. This Chapter is organized as follows:
in Section 6.1 we describe the experimental setting and the hardware exploited; in
Section 6.2 we describe the results obtained regarding several different scenarios.
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Figure 6.1. A CrazyFlie with the designed and 3D-printed frame for the application
of reflecting motion capture markers.
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6.1 Testing environment

We have conducted the experiments with a group of three Bitcraze CrazyFlie 2.0,
open-source, open-hardware nano quadcopters. Their small size (92 mm diagonal
rotor-to-rotor) and weight (29 g) make them ideal for indoor swarming applications.
Additionally, their size allows users to operate the UAVs safely even with humans
or other robots around. In order to communicate with the copters, we used a cus-
tom USB dongle called CrazyRadio. The main functioning could be summarized
like this: the communication system is used to send setpoints, consisting in thrust
and attitude (roll, pitch and yaw angles) and the these are transformed into com-
mands for the four propellers by a microcontroller STM32 that does the most of
the on-board processing; moreover, another on board microcontroller is dedicated
to the communication with the radio. In our applications, we used at most three
Crazyflies, instantiating communications with them using a single radio, implement-
ing it with the same rate and channel but setting different addresses. The Wi-Fi
communicaiton with the drones is based on th ROS driver built by ACTLab at
USC presented in [27], that is depicted as DRIVER node in Figure 6.1. The real-time
positions and orientations of quadrotors are tracked by a Qualisys motion capture
system with an update rate of 100Hz. The system consists in 11 infrared cameras
at approximately 6 meters from the ground, and a server that runs the software.
In the implementation, the information provided by the motion capture system is
accessed through subscribing to a ROS node running the server, represented by
the MOCAP node in Figure 6.1. The camera system is able to detect the position of
reflecting spherical markers, and when the information about relative position of
these markers is loaded during an importing process, it will interpolate the motion
and provide the identity and location of the body in the covered area. In order to
make the identification of the bodies possible, it is required that the markers are
placed in unique disposition for every body: this requirement becomes challenging
with small drones like Crazyflies, having a really reduced available surface. To cope
with this, we designed and 3d-printed a frame, trying to keep it as light as possible
to avoid overloading of the nano-copters, in order to have a wider space.

Regarding the implementation of the algorithm in order to accomplish the cir-
cumnavigation mission, we started from the structure of the simulations code shown
in Figure 5.2. The vehicle simulator is naturally replaced by the quadcopters, but
the control needs to be actuated and the position feedback has to be implemented:
the idea is to integrate the velocity command ui(t) generated by the controller ac-
cording to (3.12), producing a certain number of intermediate goal positions that
are fed to a PID controller, as shown in figure (6.1). The latter consists in 4 dif-
ferent PID controller: one for the x axis, one for the y, one for the z and one for
the yaw rotation. This PID node is fed with the position of the CrazyFlie and
generates a command that is sent to the DRIVER node, which in turn transforms
it into set-points and sends it through the antenna dongle to the CrazyFlie. The
BRIDGE node has a duplex role: it subscribes to the MOCAP server and parses the
information, that is translating a transformation matrix that goes from a predefined
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fixed frame to the drone frame, into a message that is readable from the other nodes
of the systems; moreover, it transforms the controller output in a suitable type for
the position PID node. Our control of the network during the experiments consisted
in calling some services in order to initialize the network, such as commanding the
take of or the landing phase for the whole group of agents at the same time, or mak-
ing them switch form initial static hovering positions to the following of the goal
generated by the controllers. In order to perform the experiments with CrazyFlie
at the same height without experiencing collisions, we had to implement the colli-
sion avoidance mechanism: the repulsion term is calculated inside the CLOUD node,
being it the only node that detains the informations about all the positions of the
agents, and is redirected to the corresponding planner in order to be added to the
terms of (3.12). Taking into account the structure presented in the previous, it is
clear that several complications arise in the experimental environment respect to
the simulations. First, the PID setting has to be done in such a way to get satisfac-
tory flight performances from the copters, but also keeping the closed loop system
able to lead the network to convergence. Moreover, the control designed so far is
based on the predictions of the motion of the agents and of their angular speed, so
every deviation from the predicted trajectories is going to affect the overall system
convergence. Furthermore, the Motion Capture System could be not completely
reliable in the difficult task of tracking such small objects during dynamic motion,
so the placement of the markers and the choice of the motion parameters have to be
optimized in this sense. Finally, the PID is developed in a very basic fashion, so it
could also lead to instabilities due to the unmodeled dynamics. To summarize, not
only the rates of execution of the nodes, but also the setting of the gains of both
the velocity control and the PID has to be done with particular attention to these
possible phenomena.
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Figure 6.2. Code structure of the implemented control solutions for experiments.
The dashed arrows correspond to ROS services, the continue ones correspond to ROS
topics. The colors are used as follows: the orange nodes represent software features
that are replicated for each agent of the network; the green node is the centralized
cloud node that is able to get informations from every agent of the network; the
plotter, in white color, is also unique: it gets several informations both about the
agents and about the designed task, and represents the interface for the human user;
finally, the blue nodes are concerned with the actuation of the control and with the
acquisition of the feedback from the ground.

6.2 Experiments
We have done experiments in several scenarios, such as in the case of single agent
tracking a stationary target, or in the case of a couple of agents and, finally, with
three quad-copters. The performances appeared to be consistent with the expec-
tations, indeed the the target localization and circumnavigation tasks have been
achieved in some scenarios. In the case of three agents, the collision avoidance
protocol has been added to the control, and it appeared to work as expected. We
discovered clearly that the algorithm deeply relies on the precision with which the
system is able to make the Crazyflies follow the desired velocity flow, and in some
cases the disturbances make the convergence of the counterclockwise angles hard to
obtain.
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Figure 6.3. Execution of an experiment consisting in a localization and circum-
navigation task made by a network of three Crazyflies in the Smart Mobility Lab.
On the ground, we can see the projection of, in order: the target position, as a red
dot, in the center of the arena; the agents position, represented by blue spots; the
agent-neighbor relations consisting in green arrows pointing from the agent towards
the neighbor; the desired circumference, plotted as a red circle.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Summary of the results
Multi-agent circumnavigation is a challenging problem from both the analytical and
the experimental point of view. In this thesis, we have tackled this problem with a
decentralized control design based on event-triggered measurements and inter-agent
communication. The results attained in this thesis can be summarized as follows.

• We have designed an algorithm to estimate the position of a target using event-
triggered bearing measurement from a mobile sensing agent. If the target has
a constant position, the estimate is formally proven to converge to the position
of the target. If the target is slowly moving, the estimate is formally proven
to converge to a small neighborhood of the position of the target; the size of
the neighborhood grows with the maximum speed of the target.

• We have designed an algorithm that, when run together with the estimation
of the target position, drives a network of mobile sensing agents to circum-
navigate the target while forming a regular polygon around it. The efficacy
of the algorithm is corroborated by simulations.

• We have implemented the designed algorithms in ROS, with a highly modular
framework, where each software module is implemented as a separate ROS
node.

7.2 Future developments
There are many open challenges related to the results presented in this thesis. These
challenges offer the opportunity for future developments of the presented work. First
of all, we are working on the analytical proof of the convergence of the agent network
to a regular polygon formation centered in the target. Simulation and experimental
results suggest that the regular polygon configuration is an asymptotically stable
limit cycle of the network. We are interested in confirming this conjecture and in
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studying the basin of attraction of the alleged limit cycle. Other opportunities are
open for the experimental part of the thesis. Namely, it may be possible to test the
proposed circumnavigation algorithm on a fleet of autonomous underwater vehicles,
thanks to a number of external collaborations with other schools at KTH as well as
with other universities.
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